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Abstract Modern reusable launch vehicle technology may allow high flight rate space transportation
at low cost. Emissions associated with a hydrogen fueled reusable rocket system are modeled based on
the launch requirements of developing a space-based solar power system that generates present-day
global electric energy demand. Flight rates from 104 to 106 per year are simulated and sustained to a
quasisteady state. For the assumed rocket engine, H2O and NOX are the primary emission products; this
also includes NOX produced during reentry heating. For a base case of 105 flights per year, global strato-
spheric and mesospheric water vapor increase by approximately 10 and 100%, respectively. As a result,
high-latitude cloudiness increases in the lower stratosphere and near the mesopause by as much as 20%.
Increased water vapor also results in global effective radiative forcing of about 0.03 W/m2. NOX produced
during reentry exceeds meteoritic production by more than an order of magnitude, and along with in situ
stratospheric emissions, results in a 0.5% loss of the globally averaged ozone column, with column losses
in the polar regions exceeding 2%.

1. Introduction

The expected availability of low cost, reusable launch systems and increasing demand for space services
suggest that the global space transport industry will grow significantly in the coming decades. Relatively
few studies of the chemical and climate effects of rocket emissions have been published that use current
state-of-the-art atmospheric models to address the future growth scenarios. Rocket emissions are becom-
ing more like aviation emissions in that the space sector exhibits consistent growth that cannot be reduced
without serious economic disruption. Unlike the aviation sector, the most significant method of managing
emissions is through prudent use of the various available propellants. Hydrogen (H2) fuel and reusability
are likely to play important roles in any future scheme to minimize the atmospheric impacts of rockets;
therefore, it is important to understand the consequences of H2 fuel and reentry emissions. Significant
increases in space transport will be associated with proportional increases in combustion emissions. Some
of the proposed propulsion systems make greater use of “clean-burning” H2 fuel [Li et al., 2004; Khan et al.,
2013], which has H2O as the primary emission and thus avoids the effects of chlorine, alumina, and black
carbon emissions associated with current conventional technology [Ross et al., 2009, 2010]. H2 burning
rocket engines may also reduce payload-to-space costs, which could dramatically increase the number of
rocket launches.

Reaction Engines Ltd. (http://www.reactionengines.co.uk/) has proposed the Skylon vehicle, which is a
reusable H2-burning rocket [Martin et al., 2008]. Skylon would be considered a medium lift launch vehicle
in the current space transport vernacular. There is a concept plan to use this vehicle to build a space-based
solar power system. To be economically viable, the plan calls for a minimum of 104 launches per year for
10 years [Martin et al., 2008; Henson, 2014]. This rate would transport enough payload to space to build
3000 1-GW solar power stations as estimated by the National Security Space Office [SBSP Study Group, 2007]
and Reaction Engines [Martin et al., 2008].

It is often assumed that H2-fueled rocket engines have no impact on the global atmosphere since the
only significant emission is H2O. However, in great enough quantities the emissions from these rockets can
alter the stratosphere in many ways. H2O emissions can change stratospheric temperatures and alter the
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photochemistry controlling ozone (O3). Furthermore, rockets burning liquid H2 and oxygen (O2) use an
H2-rich mixture rather than a stoichiometric ratio for enhanced thrust and emit H2 and HOX in the plume in
addition to H2O. Enhancements in HOX can catalytically destroy O3 [Crutzen, 1969]. Superheated air in the
engine and exhaust plume result in the production of NOx, which also catalytically destroys O3 [Johnston,
1971; Ross et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010]. NOx is also created in the mesosphere due to the heat produced dur-
ing rocket reentry [Park, 1976]. Here we use the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM)
[Marsh et al., 2013] and the 2D National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NOCAR) model [Portmann and Solomon, 2007] to evaluate the potential effects of high
Skylon launch rates on the climate and stratospheric O3.

2. Calculating Emissions

Vertical profiles of NOX, H2, and H2O emitted during a Skylon rocket launch and reentry are estimated based
on trajectory data from Reaction Engines Ltd. [http://www.reactionengines.co.uk/tech_docs.html]. Skylon
rockets have two combustion phases as they ascend through the atmosphere. The first phase is air breath-
ing from the surface to 28.5 km. During this phase the engines act as H2 burning jet turbines, combusting
H2 with ambient air. The main exhaust is H2O, which can be calculated directly from the amount of H2 fuel
consumed. During the second phase from 28 to 80 km the engines run in rocket mode, burning H2 and liq-
uid O2. The H2O produced in rocket mode is calculated from the mass of fuel used assuming a 6:1 mass
ratio of oxygen to hydrogen; this assumption is made to be consistent with the fact that many rockets
burn hydrogen-rich fuel for greater thrust (stoichiometric ratio for combustion is 8:1) [Colasurdo et al., 1998].
Although the excess H2 likely oxidizes into H2O in the plume due to high temperatures, H2 emissions are
also considered in our simulations as a bounding condition. The bounding cases assume either all or none
of the excess H2 is oxidized to H2O in the plume. As discussed in the results, the intermediate combustion
products HOX and H2O2 were tested with the NOCAR model and found not to be important contributors to
O3 destruction. Thus they are not included in WACCM simulations.

H2 and H2O emission profiles (kg/km/flight) are interpolated with 1-km vertical resolution (Figure 1a). The
spike in emissions at 28 km is due to the spacecraft transition into rocket mode. The total amount of H2O
produced from a single flight is estimated to be 6× 105 kg (assuming completely oxidized H2) with about
4× 105 kg emitted into the stratosphere (above 17 km). The projected 105 flights per year would deposit
4× 1010 kg of H2O in the stratosphere every year. To get a sense of how large a perturbation this represents,
the yearly emissions are compared to the total amount of stratospheric water. Assuming a uniform mixing
ratio of 4.5 parts per million by volume (ppmv) of H2O above 100 hPa (17 km), there is 1.5× 1012 kg of H2O in
the stratosphere. The projected 105 flights would emit approximately 3% of the current stratospheric H2O
burden every year. Assuming a constant flight frequency and a 3-year lifetime of the H2O, when emitted
above 100 hPa, this would increase globally averaged stratospheric H2O by approximately 9%. The actual
steady-state perturbation of H2O due to these emissions in WACCM above 100 hPa is 10%; however, the
local perturbation would be much larger and increase with height.

Estimating a NOX emission profile for the Skylon vehicle is problematic. Several flight phases must be con-
sidered: H2 burned with air as a jet fuel, H2 burned with liquid oxygen as a rocket fuel, and heating of air due
to aerodynamic interactions. It is important to note that we consider the shock heating of air during reentry
as an emission. When air is heated to temperatures exceeding 1800 K, as in a jet engine or behind the shock
wave around a spacecraft during reentry, NOX is produced through the extended Zeldovich mechanism
[Zeldovich et al., 1947]. This mechanism is exponentially dependent on temperature so that representative
temperatures are required in order to calculate the thermally produced NOX. Detailed estimates of the NOX

emissions have not yet been calculated by the rocket designers [R. Varvill, 2015, personal communication].
For this study, reliable estimates of NOX emissions from jet and rocket engines are scaled to the Skylon vehi-
cle with the caveat that our estimates have high uncertainty. Lee et al. [2010], using the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) emissions databank, estimated that 14± 3 g of NOX are produced for every
kilogram of fuel combusted in jet engines. Emissions may be lower at supersonic speeds and are also a func-
tion of the temperature difference between high pressure (∼100 atmospheres) liquid H2 and jet fuel. Most
of the engines in the ICAO databank use jet fuel with a 2:1 H:C ratio. The higher fuel density must be taken
into consideration in the NOX estimates from H2 combustion. For complete combustion in the jet engine
air-burning phase, two hydrogen and one carbon atoms (14 g/mol) react with three oxygen atoms. For a
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pure H2 fuel at complete combustion, three oxygen atoms will oxidize six hydrogen atoms (6 g/mol). Thus,
from a stoichiometric perspective, burning 1 kg of jet fuel requires as much air as 6/14 kg of H2 fuel. Thus
6/14 kg of H2 fuel is assumed here to produce 14 g (11–17) of NOX during the air-burning phase. Alterna-
tively, using the heat of combustion per fuel mass to scale the NOX production gives consistent results that
are within the uncertainty range. The total production of NOX during the air-burning Skylon ascent is esti-
mated to be 1400± 300 kg, although we acknowledge this range does not encompass all the uncertainties
in the assumptions.

Zero NOX emission is assumed during the liquid oxygen burning phase of ascent. NOX would only be pro-
duced in H2-fueled rocket engines in significant amounts (>0.01% of total flow) in afterburning reactions,
which occur when ambient air is entrained into the hot underoxidized plume [Brady et al., 1997]. Afterburn-
ing is generally not a significant factor for rocket engines above the tropopause. Therefore it is assumed
that during this phase of flight, at altitudes greater than 28 km, significant NOX production is unlikely.

Finally, NOX is also produced in the shock wave during spacecraft reentry. Using analytic approximations
and a numerical integration, Park [1976] calculated that the NOX produced during a Space Shuttle reentry
is 4.5–9% of the mass of the spacecraft. Park and Rakich [1980] later updated this value to 17.5± 5.3% of
the spacecraft mass, with a peak emission at 68 km. While the predicted Skylon mass is comparable to the
Space Shuttle mass, the Skylon reentry flight path is different from that of the Shuttle, and this would affect
NOX production. Skylon is expected to require more time above 5 km/s during reentry than the Shuttle did,
which would tend to produce more NOX. However, these high speeds would occur at a higher altitude than
for the Space Shuttle, which would tend to decrease NOX production [Park, 1976]. Given the compensating
factors, and in the absence of actual flight data, Skylon is assumed to have the same vertical profile of reentry
NOX emission as the Space Shuttle, with the total values scaled by vehicle mass. The estimated total amount
of NOX produced during reentry is therefore 9880 ± 2760 kg per flight. This range does not encompass the
uncertainty in all the assumptions made, and thus the stated value of NOX production is considered only
representative. The estimated altitude profiles of NOX emissions from the ascent and reentry phases are
shown in Figure 1b.

Park [1976] compared NOX formation between the Space Shuttle and meteorites based on the total mass
entering the top of the atmosphere. Assuming the natural formation rate of upper atmospheric NOX is from
5.7× 107 kg of meteorites producing their weight in NOX every year [Park, 1976], then 105 Skylon flight reen-
tries would produce a factor of 20 more NOX than natural production from meteorites. Meteorites produce
roughly 5×more NOX per mass than the Space Shuttle due to their much higher velocity when entering the
atmosphere.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Vertical profiles of H2O and H2 emitted from the air-breathing and rocket ascent of one Skylon rocket launch. (b) Vertical
profiles of NOX emissions from the air-breathing ascent and reentry of one Skylon rocket.
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Table 1. Simulation Descriptions and Globally Averaged Total-Column O3 Depletion and Effective Radiative Forcing
(ERF) Compared to a Zero-Emission Reference Case From the NOCAR and WACCM Models

Simulation

Flights

(per year)

Air-Breathing

0–28 km

Rocket

28–80 km

Reentry

50–100 km

ΔO3 (DU)

NOCAR

ΔO3 (DU)

WACCM ERF(W/m2)

1 105 NOx NOx −1.1 −1.4* −0.01

2 105 NOx −0.7 −0.1 0.00

3 105 NOx −0.5 −0.5 0.01

4 105 H2O H2O −0.5 0.4 0.08

5 105 H2O H2, H2Ob −0.4 −0.9 0.04

6 105 NOx H2O H2O NOx −1.5 −1.3* 0.06

7 105 NOx H2O H2, H2Ob NOx −1.5 −1.4* −0.01

8 3x105 NOx H2O H2, H2Ob NOx −3.9 −3.5* 0.09*

9 106 NOx H2O H2, H2Ob NOx Not Run −11.0* 0.28*

10 104 NOx H2O H2, H2Ob NOx −0.2 Not Run 0.01

Columns 3–5 indicate the species emitted according to the vertical profile in Figure 1 during that mode of flight.
Blanks indicate no emissions during this mode. Numbers with an asterisk are significant at the 95% levels using
Monte Carlo resampling. Uncertainty estimates from the NOCAR model are not representative of the actual uncer-
tainty in the estimates and not included.
bAssumes a 25:75 mole fraction of H2:H2O emitted in plume.

3. Model Descriptions

Table 1 summarizes the simulations that are run and includes the rocket emissions considered in each case.
The Community Earth System Model (CESM v1.0.6) using the WACCM model [Marsh et al., 2013] is used to
simulate these emissions. WACCM was chosen because the model domain extends higher than most cli-
mate models (140 km) and it can include interactive chemistry. Simulations are run with fixed sea surface
temperatures and perpetual year 2000 anthropogenic emissions and CO2 concentrations at 1.9× 2.5∘ res-
olution with 66 vertical levels using a hybrid sigma coordinate system. Cases with different emissions and
flight frequency are compared to a zero-emission control case. Vertical emission profiles of H2O, H2, and NOX

are included into two model horizontal grid cells spanning the equator. An equatorial launch is assumed
because the energy required to put a rocket into orbit increases with launch latitude. Sensitivity tests are
also run with the NOCAR model as these tests would be computationally expensive using WACCM. The
NOCAR model is used to evaluate the sensitivity of our results to launch location, chlorine and greenhouse
gas concentrations, emissions products, and number of launches per year.

Including emissions into global model grid cells effectively dilutes the concentration of emissions com-
pared to an actual rocket plume. The size of the equatorial grid cells is roughly 200× 250 km2, which is
about 1000 times larger in area than a rocket plume. The concentrations used in the model are thus 1000
times less than exist in the initial rocket plumes. Another assumption is that the emissions fill the grid cell
before any chemical changes take place. Studies such as Lohn et al. [1999] and Ross et al. [1997] have looked
into O3 depletion and other atmospheric effects inside rocket plumes. Lohn et al. [1999] found that solid
rocket motor exhaust plumes from Titan class rockets destroy all of the O3 in the wake of the rocket. These
predictions were verified by in situ plume measurements [Ross et al., 1997]. The ozone-depleted regions are
several square kilometers in size and last about an hour before dissipating to background concentrations.
It is expected that plume chemistry will affect the composition and abundance of the rocket emissions that
exist at the grid scale after the plume disperses. However, for the Skylon emissions, the amount of excess
H2 emitted during rocket mode that is oxidized in the plume versus the amount present at the grid scale
is unknown. Thus, the limiting cases are explored, one in which all the excess H2 is immediately oxidized
(simulation 4) and one in which it all persists to the grid scale (simulation 5).

The sensitivity of two of our assumptions are tested with the NOCAR model; specifically that H2O and H2

are the only relevant HOY species emitted, and secondly, that year 2000 greenhouse gas and chlorine levels
are appropriate choices for this study. Some hydrogen will be emitted as HOY species, although it is likely
to be very small. Swain et al. [1990] measured H2O2 in hydrogen burning engine exhaust and found it to be
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Table 2. Sensitivity Studies with the NOCAR Model Simulating the Inclusion of HOX and H2O2 in Simulation 7

Species Mole Fraction (%) O3 Anomaly (DU) Compared to Simulation 7

HOx 1 −0.01

HOx 0.1 −0.02

H2O2 1 −0.05

H2O2 0.1 −0.01

undetectable under normal operating conditions and up to 1000 ppmv under extremely inefficient condi-
tions when the fuel to air ratio was around 5. Despite this, we simulate some of the hydrogen emitted as
HOX or H2O2 using the NOCAR model. Note that due to the family chemistry scheme in NOCAR, we can-
not emit OH directly, but instead emitted an equivalent quantity as HOX, which should produce the same
amount of ozone destruction. The H2O2 can be emitted directly because it is long lived. Table 2 displays the
global mean total column ozone changes relative to simulation 7 (Table 1) with and without these emis-
sions. Including these emissions, even at relatively high amounts (1% mole fraction), results in essentially
no change in O3 loss. The global mean total column ozone loss in these simulations is within 0.05 Dobson
Units (DU) of the base case (simulation 7). Thus, these species (OH and H2O2) are not important to include
in the WACCM simulations.

The WACCM simulations assume year 2000 conditions; however, we note that flights of the Skylon space
plane, especially at rates assumed in this paper, are decades away at best. Future levels of greenhouse gases
and chlorine are estimated to be much higher and lower, respectively, than in the year 2000 [IPCC, 2013].
Thus, we also test the sensitivity of ozone loss on greenhouse gas and chlorine levels with the NOCAR
model. These results are shown in Table 3. Using year 2100 chlorine levels increases the global total col-
umn ozone loss by 6% compared to simulation 7. Under a lower chlorine concentration, NOX increases
destroy more ozone due to reduced formation of chlorine nitrate. However, water vapor increases induce
less ozone destruction from polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) increases due to decreased chlorine. The net
effect is increased ozone losses from rocket emissions. Increasing greenhouse gas levels to year 2100 off-
sets some of this extra loss and the sign of the final change depends on the relative amounts of the three
greenhouse gases in the scenario. CO2 increases cause the rocket-induced change to increase, while CH4

and N2O increases cause it to decrease. However, the changes are relatively small in all cases using the
NOCAR model and we consider our WACCM simulations using year 2000 values as representative of any
time between now and year 2100.

4. Stratospheric Ozone and Temperature Perturbations

Our base case scenario for 105 flights per year is simulation 7 in Table 1, which includes NOX, H2, and H2O
emissions. The components of the emissions are modeled separately in simulations 1–6 to better under-
stand the changes to O3. Plots of the O3 change due to the individual emission components can be found in
the supplement. Preliminary WACCM simulations using a different emissions profile than Figure 1 and 104

flights per year did not produce any statistically significant global changes to the atmosphere. At 105 flights
per year, as seen in simulation 7, stratospheric NOX concentrations increase by 0.3–3 parts per billion (ppb)

Table 3. Simulations with the NOCAR Model Testing the Sensitivity of the Results on Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and Chlo-
rine (ClY) Levels

GHG Year Level ClY Year Level O3 Anomaly (DU) Change(%)

2000 2000 −1.48 —

2000 2100 −1.57 6

2100 (RCP45) 2100 −1.53 3

2100 (RCP85) 2100 −1.41 −5

The top row is equivalent to simulation 7 in Table 1. Chlorine and GHG levels at 2100 assuming scenario RCP45 and
RCP85 [van Vuuren et al., 2011].
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and stratospheric H2O increases by 0–3 ppm. At this and higher flight frequencies significant changes occur
in the stratosphere as shown in Figure 2.

At 105 flights per year O3 decreases significantly at all latitudes at altitudes above about 25 km and above
20 km at the poles as seen in simulation 7 (Figure 2a). The overlaid hatching (Figure 2a) indicates statistical
significance from two different tests. As seen in Table 1, this depletion in O3 is predominantly due to catalytic
destruction by NOX [Crutzen, 1970]. Our simulations with just NOX emissions (simulation 1) had almost the
same amount of ozone destruction as the simulation with NOX, H2O, and H2 (simulation 7), and much more
than simulations without NOX (simulations 4 and 5). Both sources of NOX, air-breathing ascent and reentry,
contribute to the destruction of O3 as seen in simulations 2 and 3. However, the models disagree about
the relative contribution from these two emission sources. The NOCAR model attributes more O3 loss than
WACCM does to NOX created in the mesosphere during reentry (simulation 2). In addition, including H2

emissions may further reduce total O3 compared to H2O emissions alone in WACCM simulations. Note that
including H2 emissions does not exacerbate O3 loss in the NOCAR runs; in fact O3 loss is lessened between
simulations 4 and 5. Moreover, assuming H2O emissions alone seems to lead to an increase in O3 in WACCM;
however these results are within the range of internal variability.

Below this region of destruction by NOX is a global layer of O3 enhancement between 18 and 24 km
(Figure 2a), which can be explained through smog chemistry. The air-breathing ascent emits NOX through-
out the troposphere and in the lower stratosphere at the equator. NOX emissions in the troposphere
produce O3 through smog chemistry [Liu et al., 1980], which can also occur in the lowermost stratosphere.
In addition ozone increases can occur from the “self-healing” effect (i.e., increased O3 production from
increased UV penetration due to O3 losses above). O3 increases in the tropical tropopause region are not
seen in the simulation with only reentry NOX (see Figure S2, Supporting Information).

There are other competing processes due to the H2O emissions that affect O3 as well. The emitted H2O
radiatively cools the stratosphere by a degree or less below 45 km and 1–3∘ above (Figure 2c and 2d).
Although Figure 2 includes NOX and H2 emissions, similar cooling is present in simulations only consid-
ering H2O emissions (see Figure S4). Lower temperatures cause chemical reaction rates between O and
O3 to become slower, thereby suppressing O3 loss and causing a positive anomaly below 40 km. Above
about 40 km, this effect is more than offset by increased depletion of O3 due to an enhanced HOX catalytic
cycle [Crutzen, 1969; Lary, 1997]. This is roughly consistent with modeling efforts of Evans et al. [1998], who
found that increased CO2 and H2O in the upper atmosphere lead to net O3 loss above 50 km and production
below. They also see some net loss around the tropopause, again roughly consistent with WACCM and the
NOCAR model simulation 4, which only assumes H2O emissions (see Figure S4). Similarly, Tian et al. [2009]
found that an increase of 2 ppm of H2O in the stratosphere affected O3 both chemically and radiatively. They
found that an increased HOX cycle destroys stratospheric O3, while the radiative cooling from increased H2O
increases stratospheric O3. However, when cooling exceeds 5 K in their model, the total column O3 at high
latitudes decreases rather than increases. Furthermore, Stenke and Grewe [2005] also found that increased
stratospheric H2O in their model increased HOX chemistry and destroyed O3; however the enhancement in
OH decreased the efficiency of O3 destruction by the NOX cycle.

The global total column O3 abundance in simulation 7 decreases by 1.4–1.5 DU (Table 1), with the high-
est O3 destruction occurring in the Antarctic (Figure 3a), although destruction in the tropics contributes
more to the globally averaged total column O3 loss due to the larger area of the tropics. The polar regions
are highly variable in WACCM as indicated by the gray shading. The red line in Figure 3 indicates results
from the NOCAR model. The NOCAR model has more O3 loss than WACCM at the poles; however, the lat-
itudinal dependencies are similar. NOCAR has annually repeating planetary and gravity wave fluxes in the
troposphere, which limits the interannual variability, and thus we do not add uncertainty ranges due to
variability.

Simulation 8 (Figure 3b) has 3× higher flight frequency than simulation 7 and roughly 3× more O3 loss at
most latitudes. However, in the Arctic, simulation 7 (Figure 3a) shows no ozone loss on average, while simu-
lation 8 (Figure 3b) shows 7 DU of ozone loss. This difference is likely a consequence of cooler stratospheric
temperatures having a nonlinear effect on O3 destruction [Tian et al., 2009]. Tian et al. [2009] found that
chemical and radiative effects of a 2 ppmv increase of H2O lead to net increases in total column O3 in the
Arctic. However, when the radiative cooling exceeded 4 K, they found that the total column O3 decreased.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Changes to O3 (a), NOX (b), T (c), and H2O (d) due to 105 Skylon rocket flights per year from the WACCM simulation 7 shown in
Table 1. Vertical emissions of H2O, H2, and NOX are added into two model horizontal grid cells spanning 2∘S to 2∘N. The results are
anomalies referenced to the control simulation for years 6–60 of a 60-year simulation. Lines at an angle of 45∘ (from horizontal) are
significant at the 95% level using a Student’s t-test. Lines at an angle of −45∘ (from horizontal) are significant at the 95% level using
Monte Carlo resampling with 1000 samples.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Latitudinal profiles of total column O3 anomalies from simulations 7 (a) and 8 (b) shown in Table 1. Simulation 8 (b) is identical
to simulation 7 (a) except with 3× larger flight frequency. Years 6–60 of a 60-year WACCM simulation are averaged to calculate the
WACCM results (black lines). Gray shaded region indicates the 95% confidence interval estimated using Monte Carlo sampling. The red
lines are results from the NOCAR model.

This is consistent with our findings from WACCM. Simulation 7 (Figure 3a) has no net O3 loss in the Arctic,
however, simulation 8 (Figure 3b), which has a higher flight frequency and cooler stratospheric tempera-
tures (see Figure S7), has significant net loss.

The seasonal cycle of O3 destruction in WACCM (Figure 4a) due to constant rocket emissions throughout
the year is shown along with the globally averaged O3 anomaly (Figure 4b). The largest O3 depletion occurs
in austral spring in the Antarctic. WACCM (Figure 4a) has slight positive O3 anomalies for much of the year in
the northern mid latitudes, in the Arctic, and in the Antarctic summer that are not seen in the NOCAR model
(see Figure S8). However, the NOCAR global mean total column O3 anomaly is within the uncertainty of the
WACCM simulation in all seasons (Figure 4b). Ozone loss in the polar regions has large variability in WACCM
simulations (Figure 4c) which leads to the large uncertainty ranges near the poles, as seen in Figure 3.

The relationship between O3 column depletion and rocket launch frequency is quasilinear. Emissions from
105 flights per year decrease O3 by 1.4–1.5 DU, 3× 105 flights per year decrease O3 by 3.5–3.9 DU, and
1× 106 flights per year decrease O3 by 11 DU. Results from the NOCAR model agree well with the WACCM
results. The NOCAR model also indicates that moving the launch location to any latitude outside the tropics
produces similar globally averaged column O3 anomalies, although the maximum anomaly tends to be at
the pole in the hemisphere of emissions (not shown). Emissions near the equator have similar maxima at
the two poles in the NOCAR model.

Additional impacts of 105 rocket launches per year include enhanced polar mesospheric clouds (PMCs) over
both poles and enhanced Antarctic PSCs as seen in Figure 5. PMC fractions increase by about 20% and are
similar in each hemisphere. Antarctic PSC fractions also increase by about 20%. We note, however, that
the multiyear average control simulation does not show Arctic PSCs, and we do not simulate Arctic PSC
increases. This is likely a consequence of large variability in the Arctic; only during very cold years will PSCs
be present, and this is not well represented in our simulations, which consider 54 years in the averages.
Other studies [Feck et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2011] demonstrate that with increased H2O there is increased
PSC formation and associated ozone destruction in the Arctic spring, especially during cold winters. Vogel
et al. [2011] show that the springtime Arctic ozone depletion depends on the background chlorine concen-
tration. Their ozone loss anomaly due to enhanced water vapor and decreased stratospheric temperatures
is reduced from 6 to 3.4 DU under conditions from current chlorine to 40% less chlorine loading. However,
we note that it is difficult to compare the results from Vogel et al. [2011] with our study as the majority of
ozone destruction in our simulations occurs at tropical and mid latitudes and the mechanisms are different.
In addition, our simulations include catalytic destruction due to NOX emissions as well as water vapor.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. (a) Seasonal cycle of total column O3 depletion (DU) by latitude from WACCM. (b) Globally averaged seasonal cycle of total
column O3 depletion from WACCM and NOCAR models. The gray shading is the 95% confidence interval as estimated by Monte Carlo
sampling. The anomalies shown in panels a and b are averaged over years 6–60 of a 60-year simulation. C) Time series of total column O3

depletion by latitude in WACCM. The contour lines indicate ±10 DU. All panels are from simulation 7 shown in Table 1.

The PMC enhancement in our simulations is relevant to the discussion about increasing trends in PMCs since
the 1970s. These trends are associated with increasing water vapor and decreasing temperatures [Hervig
et al., 2016] and have been ascribed to increasing greenhouse gases [Thomas and Olivero, 2001]. Siskind
et al. [2013] suggested a link between space traffic and increased PMC formation in 2011 and 2012. Our
simulations suggest a large number of rocket launches could greatly increase PMC formation in the future.
The PMC enhancements in our simulations are dependent on launch latitude and preferentially occur in
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) Zonally averaged, annual-mean cloud fractions from the control simulations showing PMCs near 80 km and PSCs near
20 km. (b) Cloud fraction anomalies from simulation 7 shown in Table 1. PMC and PSC fractions increase by approximately 20% in the
Antarctic due to the rocket emissions.

the hemisphere of launch during the summer season. Emissions in the winter season do not significantly
enhance PMC formation. In the mesosphere this dependence is due to the mean mesospheric winds carry-
ing the H2O perturbation toward the winter hemisphere and away from where PMCs form in the summer
hemisphere, whereas high-latitude launches during summer deposit H2O directly where PMCs form. The
PSC increase contributes to the modeled O3 destruction between 20 and 30 km over Antarctica. However,
the PSC contribution to total global O3 depletion is small compared to the depletion caused by gas-phase
catalytic chemistry. Furthermore, the contribution of O3 loss from PSCs depends on the background chlo-
rine and bromine levels. This simulation uses year 2000 chlorine and bromine concentrations, and likely is
an overestimate of the PSC-induced heterogeneous O3 destruction in future decades when stratospheric
chlorine and bromine levels are expected to be lower. However, NOCAR results discussed in Section 3 indi-
cate that different chlorine and greenhouse gas concentrations have a small effect, roughly a few percent,
on the global mean total column ozone destruction from these emissions.

Since these simulations have fixed sea surface temperatures, the effective radiative forcing (ERF) is calcu-
lated directly as the difference in the top of the atmosphere net radiation between the control and exper-
imental simulations. The ERF from 105 Skylon rocket launches per year is not significant; however, 3× 105

and 106 launches per year cause statistically significant radiative forcing of 0.09 and 0.28 W/m2, respec-
tively (Table 1). Scaling these results down to 105 launches per year gives an ERF of about 0.03 W/m2. This is
roughly three times larger than the forcing value obtained from the simulation with 105 flights, but within
the range of variability in that simulation. The radiative forcing is largely caused by the increase in strato-
spheric water vapor.

5. Conclusions

WACCM model simulations of estimated Skylon rocket emissions indicate that 105 or more flights per year,
as proposed to build a space-based power system, significantly affect the atmosphere in several ways.
Global stratospheric O3 decreases by approximately −1.4 DU in comparison to the reference simulation.
This depletion is about 10% of the historic peak depletion of global total column ozone in the 1990s due to
anthropogenic emissions of synthetic gases [Pawson et al., 2014]. The O3 depletion is mostly (∼75%) due to
NOX emissions. At 106 flights per year, the effects on O3 are more robust, with estimated O3 loss enhanced
by about an order of magnitude relative to 105 flights per year.

Other climate effects include tropospheric O3 increases, PSC and PMC increases, and slightly positive ERF.
The radiative forcing is mostly caused by the increased stratospheric and mesospheric water vapor. The
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enhancement in PSC fraction contributes to O3 loss, although the contribution to global loss is smaller than
that of destruction from gas-phase catalytic chemistry. The O3 perturbation is the largest and likely the
most significant impact from these flights. In comparison, the other calculated impacts are small compared
to natural variability or the consequences of other anthropogenic activities, or are statistically insignificant
at least when considering up to 105 flights per year.

It is useful to compare the calculated Skylon ERF with estimates of the ERF associated with black carbon
emitted by hydrocarbon-fueled rocket engines. Ross et al. [2010] estimated that a scenario of 103 flights per
year of a small suborbital hydrocarbon burning rocket would produce ERF of 0.04 W/m2, approximately the
same as the Skylon scenario of 105 orbital flights per year. The hydrocarbon fuel mass used in the suborbital
rocket scenario is only approximately 0.03% of the H2 fuel mass used in 105 Skylon orbital flights, yet the
predicted ERF is similar. This comparison demonstrates the large differences in space transport impacts
associated with different fuels and points out the importance of evaluating all rocket engine types for the
purposes of future policy and rocket design.

Effects from these rocket flights are expected to be transient, persisting only a few years after the high
flight rates cease. The stratospheric circulation will ultimately remove the excess H2O and NOX. The scenario
modeled here is just one example of a dramatic increase in rocket flight frequency. Although a specific
launch vehicle propellant and entry emissions are assumed, the results are representative of any H2-fueled
launch vehicle with similar mass.

Our results show that H2-fueled launch vehicles can have significant global impacts at sufficiently high emis-
sion or launch rates. Compared with estimates of the global impacts of a hydrocarbon-fueled rocket [Ross
et al., 2010], our results substantiate assertions that, by some measures, H2-fueled rockets are indeed “clean,”
though such conclusions must be made with caution. Obtaining our results required the use of a modern
atmospheric chemistry/climate model because the emissions are distributed over large ranges in space and
time and interact with complex chemical and dynamical features of the climate system. We conclude that
it is important to make a more detailed examination of the potential global impacts of all rocket propel-
lant types whose use might be expected to grow significantly in the future, including kerosene-fueled and
solid rocket motors, both of which can be expected to have a much greater global impact per launch than
H2-fueled systems of the kind modeled here.
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